Introduction
A lot of (co)homological information on modules over a commutative ring R is encoded in terms of composition products of various Ext and Tor modules. Two main di culties in using this information are that the resulting algebra and module structures are seldom nite, and the products are almost never commutative. One significant exception occurs when R = Q=(x) for a Koszul-regular set x = fx 1 ; : : : ; x c g in a commutative ring Q; we think of Q as a deformation of R over a regular base. Indeed, Gulliksen 8] These results have provided the basis for extensive studies of the (co)homological properties of modules over local complete intersections by Eisenbud 7] , and of more general classes of modules of in nite projective dimension by Avramov 1] .
Each of the papers quoted above also uses alternative construction(s) of cohomology operators. It has been repeatedly stated in the literature that they yield the same result, but a close inspection of the arguments supporting such claims has revealed serious defects. On the other hand, no single approach seems to give all the essential properties of the cohomology operators which have been extensively used in 4] .
In an attempt to provide complete proofs for the coincidence of the various operators, we were led to two new constructions. Both of them come from viewing R{modules as DG (=di erential graded) modules over a Koszul complex K resolving R over Q, and our arguments make a full-edged use of techniques of DG homological algebra, summarized in Section 1. As a bonus, we construct the operators and establish their main properties directly for complexes of R{modules.
We rst introduce operators a la Gulliksen, as connecting homomorphisms. Unlike previous approaches, both module arguments are involved from the start. This is important in proving that \left" and \right" versions of earlier operators agree| at least up to sign|which su ces for the applications in 7], 1].
1991 Mathematics Subject Classi cation. 13D99, 13c40, 18G15. L.L.A. was partially supported by a grant from the National Science Foundation. 1 Our second approach produces cohomology operators from chain-level maps, as did Eisenbud. However, our chain endomorphisms arise not from lifting the di erential of a complex of R{modules, but from descending the di erential of a DG K{module.
These constructions are presented in Section 2. They are used in Section 3 to provide direct proofs of many formal properties of the cohomology operators, in particular, of their centrality. Section 4 compares our approach to earlier ones, lling in gaps and correcting misconceptions concerning the relations between the various operators. Trying to avoid further inaccuracies, we include su cient detail for most of the essential computations.
In Section 5 we note that some of the existing proofs of the noetherian nature of Ext R (M; N) over the ring of cohomology operators carry over to complexes, and establish a new property of these operators|their primitivity. When k is the residue eld of a local ring R, we prove that for certain nite R{modules M the graded module Ext R (M; k) is nite over the subalgebra of Ext R (k; k) generated by the central and primitive elements of degree 2, even though R itself may not have a deformation. This plays a key role in the investigation of nite CI-dimension in the recent paper 4].
1. Background This section contains a synopsis of DG homological algebra, taken from 3]. All modules in sight are de ned over a xed commutative ring |, which is usually suppressed from the notation. In particular, stands for | and Hom for Hom | . 2. Construction We start by describing the setup for much of the discussion in this paper.
2.1. Koszul regularity. Let x = fx 1 ; : : : ; x c g be a set of elements in Q, a = (x) the ideal it generates, and R = Q=a the quotient ring. We denote K the Koszul complex K(x; Q); thus, K \ is the exterior algebra on a free Q{module with basis 1 ; : : : ; c with j j j = 1, and @( j ) = x j for 1 j c. We denote A the kernel of the canonical augmentation : K ? ! H 0 (K) = R.
We assume that x is Koszul-regular that is, that H i (K) = 0 for i 6 = 0; equivalently, is a quasi-isomorphism. The cotangent module C = a=a 2 is then free over R on x, where x j = x j + a 2 , and for each R{module M and each i 2 Z there are ? ! E R F with u K v 7 ! " U (u) R " V (v) :
We call = ( j ) c 1 the family of cohomology operators de ned by x. For another construction of cohomology operators we study 2.4. DG-projectives. Let P be a DG-projective K{module. Proposition. Let is the connecting homomorphism _ g j of a short exact sequence of complexes in which j j EF (e f) = (?1) jej e ( j f) and j j EF (e (f 0 + j f 00 )) = e f 0 . By an easy calculation _ The rest of the argument is similar to that for Proposition 2.4. 3. Properties We derive the main formal properties of the cohomology operators. Proposition. There are equalities j = X j for j = 1; : : : ; c. ? ! M, pick a homogeneous basis ff 0 g 2 of the graded R{module F 0\ , and let P \ be a graded K \ {module on a basis fg j jg j = jf 0 jg 2 . Set ! <0 = 0, and assume by induction that a -covariant morphism ! <h : P <h =`j g j<h K \ g ? ! F 0 <h has been constructed such that ! <h (g ) = f 0 when jg j < h, and ! <h is a surjective quasi-isomorphism.
If jf 0 j = h, then @(f 0 ) is a cycle in Im(! <h ), hence @(f 0 ) = ! <h (z ) for some cycle z 2 P <h . Extend the di erential from P <h to P h by setting @(g ) = z , and extend ! <h to ! h : P h ? ! F 0 by ! h (g ) = f 0 for all with jg j h. By the choices made ! h is a morphism and by the Five{Lemma it is a quasi-isomorphism onto its image. The induction step is complete.
Set P = lim ?! h P <h and ! = lim ?! h ! <h : P ? ! F 0 . Clearly, ! is a -covariant surjective morphism, and the induced map R K P ? ! inherits a structure of ?-algebra, which is independent of the choice of E.
Theorem. On Tor R (S; T) the operator j is a ?-derivation for 1 j c. As e @ 2 and P c j=1 x j e t j agree on the ?-generators of of the Q{algebra e E, these two endomorphisms of e E coincide. Thus, t E j = e t j Q R is a ?-derivation of e E Q R = E, and hence H(t E j R T) is a ?-derivation of Tor R (S; T).
As j = H(t E j R T) by Proposition 4.2, this proves our assertion.
We say that 2 Ext n R (S; S) is primitive if (tu) = 0 whenever t 2 Tor R i (S; S) and u 2 Tor R n?i (S; S) with 0 < i < n, and (t (i) ) = 0 for all t 2 Tor R 2n (S; S) with n > 0 and i 2. Primitives form a graded R-submodule Pr R (S) Ext R (S; S), Theorem. If R is a local ring with residue eld k and M is a nite R{module of nite CI-dimension, then the left module Ext R (M; k) is nite over the k-subalgebra P R (k) Ext R (k; k) generated by the central primitive elements of degree 2.
Proof. We set S = k R R 0 and identify Ext R (k; k) k S with Ext R 0 (S; S) through the canonical isomorphism due to the atness of R 0 over R. We have Z R (k) k S = Z R 0 (S) since the center of a tensor product of algebras over a eld is equal to the tensor product of the centers of the factors. The atness of R 0 also identi es Tor R (k; k) k S and Tor R 0 (S; S) in a way compatible with products in Tor and the action of Ext, so Pr R (k) R S = Ker( k R ) R S = Ker( S R 0 ) = Pr R 0 (S) and we conclude that P R (k) k S = P R 0 (S) :
Identifying Ext R (M; k) k S with Ext R 0 (M R R 0 ; S), and noting that by Corollary 5.2 the latter is a noetherian module over P R 0 (S), we conclude by at descent that Ext R (M; k) is noetherian over P R (k).
